Penicillin-induced epileptic foci in the motor cortex: vertical inhibition.
Neuronal mechanisms responsible for a vertical restriction of focal seizure activity in the motor cortex were analysed. For this purpose intracellular recording from neurones in superficial (50-300 microns below cortical surface), middle (300-800 microns) and deep cortical layers (800-1300 microns) was performed. As a model of foci of various vertical extensions the spread of seizure activity from superficial to deeper cortical laminae following epicortical penicillin application was used. The appearance of characteristic epileptiform potentials in the surface record with a focus restricted to upper cortical laminae was accompanied (i) in superficial neurones by the development of paroxysmal depolarization shifts (PDS), (ii) in middle neurones by depolarization often followed by hyperpolarization, and (iii) in deep neurones by a sequence of membrane potential changes. The latter consisted of an initial depolarization, an early hyperpolarization, an intermediate depolarization, a late hyperpolarization and a final depolarization. The hyperpolarizing components led to complete suppression of action potentials (vertical inhibition). The early hyperpolarization and the first part of the late hyperpolarization were reduced in amplitude when the intracellular chloride activity was elevated. The intermediate depolarization was replaced by PDS with the enlargement of the epileptic focus into the cortex. The actual effect of the vertical inhibition may in part be responsible for the variability in epileptic motor phenomena coinciding with epileptiform potentials in the surface EEG.